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Agenda



• Talking Point and Issue Overview

• How to have an effective meeting with lawmakers

• Agenda for Week

• Effective Communication

• Questions

Schedule
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AHA’s State Public Policy 
Efforts

Jess Nolan, Minnesota Government Relations Director



•Healthy Kid’s Meals

•Restricting the Sale of Flavored Tobacco

•Tobacco Tax

In the Minnesota Legislature 

2021 Priorities
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Talking points

Healthy Kids’ Meals
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• Sugary drinks are the #1 source of added sugar in 
the American diet.

• On average, children drink 30 gallons of sugary 
drinks each year.  That’s enough to fill an entire 
bathtub.

• Sugary drinks are a health equity issue.  People of 
color are targeted by the sugary drink industry and 
disproportionately experience nutrition-related 
chronic diseases.

• The MN Healthy Kids’ Meal Bill will make healthier 
sides and beverages the default options in kids; 
meals, while preserving parental choice.

Please support HF1307 to make healthy choices the 
default choices in kids’ meals.



Talking points

Restricting the 
Sale of Flavored 
Tobacco
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• More than 20 communities in Minnesota have passed 

some type of flavored tobacco restriction.

• 7 in 10 youth say they use e-cigarettes “because they 

come in flavors [they] like.”

• The tobacco industry has used menthol to target Black 

Americans, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and 

Queer (LGBTQ) communities and youth.

• Menthol makes cigarettes easier to smoke and hard to 

quit. Nearly 65% or young menthol smokers say they 

would quit if menthol cigarettes were banned.

Please support HF 904/SF 1271 to restrict the sale of all 

flavored tobacco products, including mint and menthol.



• The state of Minnesota collected nearly $760M in 

tobacco taxes and settlement fees last year, but only 

spent 1% of that total on tobacco prevention and 

treatment.

• Minnesota must sustain its investments in tobacco 

prevention and treatment to save thousands of lives 

and billions of dollars.

• Governor Walz has proposed a $1.00 cigarette tax 

increase for the 2021 legislative session.

Please support Governor Walz’s Tobacco Tax increase with 

dedicated funding towards tobacco prevention and 

cessation programs.

Talking points

Tobacco Funding 
and  Tax Increase
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Put them in the chat

Questions?
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Jacob Denniston, Grassroots Manager

Jess Nolan, Government Relations Director

How to Have an Effective 
Meeting with Lawmakers



• Focus on your story – it’s your most powerful tool.

• Relax – they’re not out to “get you.”

• Stick to your talking points

• Prepare with 1-2 statistics or “canned” statements to repeat

• Use bridging or transition statements (“What I can tell you is…”)

• Don’t be afraid to say you don’t know

• “I’m a volunteer for the American Heart Association. I don’t know 
the answer to that question, but I can put you in touch with 
someone who does…”

• “What I can tell you is…”

Telling Your Story
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Hook: 

• Geography is key when 
you introduce yourself to 
your elected official. Tell 
them exactly where you 
live so they immediately 
know that you are a 
constituent and can vote in 
their state or district. 

• If possible, include any 
community groups or other 
connections you have to 
them.

Sinker: The Request

• Stay on message! Make a 
clear request of the policy 
maker. 

• Ask for a commitment and 
then listen carefully to the 
response. Policy makers 
will often need some time 
to consider supporting or 
opposing a proposed 
change, but they will often 
share important insights 
into their thought process. 

• Remember to thank then 
before you leave!

Line: Stories and Statistics

• Provide the policy maker 
with local stories and/or 
basic statistics about your 
issue.

• This could include sharing of 
personal stories and 
experiences. 

• Policy makers especially 
appreciate real-life 
examples that put a human 
face on an issue.

Hook Line Sinker
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Environment 

• Check your background

• Make sure there are no distractions

• Try and find somewhere quiet

• Dress nicely

• Try to wear something red

• Have your talking points pulled up

Things to look at before your meeting

Tips and Tricks
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Jacob Denniston, Grassroots Manager

Agenda for the Week



Monday-

• Tweets to Lawmakers: Take a few moments to tweet your lawmaker in 

the afternoon or evening

Tuesday-

• Emails to lawmakers: Take a few moments to email your lawmaker 

during the day

Wednesday-

• Share our stories: Take a few minutes to record a video or write why you 

volunteer with AHA on social media

Thursday-

• Meetings with lawmakers or phone calls to lawmakers

• Phone calls to lawmakers will take a few minutes anytime you choose 

throughout the day

Action everyday
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Monday and Tuesday-

• Both days check your email and like normal there will be 

an email with a link to take you to our action page.

Wednesday-

• Share our stories

• Take a few minutes to record a video or write why you 
volunteer with AHA and post it on your social media

• We are asking that you tag our accounts and your 
lawmakers to know why our advocacy is important

Technology Overview
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Thursday-
• Meetings with lawmakers 

• If you have a meeting scheduled, 
you should have a calendar event

• It will be a Zoom or MS Teams 
Meeting

• Phone calls to lawmakers 
• Check your email and like normal 

there will be an email with a link to 
take you to our action page.

• After you fill your information in
• You will get a phone call then a 

recording with a review of the 
talking points

• You will then be connected to 
your lawmakers’ offices



Emily Swanson, Communications Director

Effective 
Communications



• FACEBOOK

• @HeartAssocMN

• @YoureTheCure

• TWITTER 

• @HeartAssocMN

• @AmHeartAdvocacy

• INSTAGRAM

• @HeartAssocMN

Tips & Tricks

Using Social Media
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• We make it easy, share our content!
• Engage with us – Like, Comment, Retweet
• Visuals are more compelling

• Photos
• Links
• Appropriate hashtags 
• Interact with your Legislators
• Be respectful and engaging
• Use your story!



• Take a screenshot

• Find their social media pages

• Thank them for meeting with you

Ideas to connect

Connect with your Legislator
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Example: 
Thank you, @LAWMAKER for meeting with me. 
Together, with @HeartAssocMN we can save more 
lives and protect MN youth. #MNleg



#HealthyKidsMealsMN

#KeepLungsLoud

#TobaccoTaxesWork

#MNleg

What we are using for this week

Hashtags
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THINGS TO KNOW:

• Keep it short! Less than 100 words is best.

• Share your story

• Make the ask:

• Don’t wait until the end of your letter – lay it out in 
the beginning.

• Use stats & facts from AHA

• Call out specific lawmakers

• Call on your community for help

Tips & Tricks

Writing Letters to the Editor
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

• Check with your local newspaper 
before submitting

• What are their guidelines?

• Do they charge?

• What’s the best way to submit 
your letter?

• Submit photo with your LTE 
when it’s a small local paper

• Be sure to include your contact 
information

• Need help? We’re here for you!





Closing


